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Recently we have found, in contrast to the common view about the fate of young Melipona queens, 
that the numerous new-born gynes of Melipona favosa are not all killed by the workers. In this 
paper we discuss the evolutionary significance of controlled worker aggression towards newly 
emerged gynes in colonies of M. favosa.  
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The stingless bees (Apidae, Meliponini) are next to the honeybees (Apidae, Apini) the only other 
group of highly social bees. The stingless bees were formerly divided in two tribes, Meliponini and 
Trigonini, on the basis of morphological and behavioural differences between these two groups. At 
present, all stingless bees are grouped together in one tribe, Meliponini (Michener, 2000). In the 
former division, the tribe of Meliponini comprised exclusively the species of the neotropical genus 
Melipona. This genus has a unique behaviour for the production of young queens (gynes). In 
Melipona, queens are not reared from special queen cells, but gynes emerge from the standard type 
of brood cell, in which also workers and males are reared. In the stingless bees of the genus 
Trigona and in related groups, gynes are reared in special queen cells, as is also the case in all 
honeybee species (Apis spp.). Kerr (1950) and some Brazilean collaborators already pointed at the 
particular queen production system of Melipona. Various subsequent studies supplied data 
indicating the high proportion of queens among new-born females in Melipona. In a recent paper 
we reported about a study with data collected from 1993-2001 on sex and caste allocation in M. 
favosa and M. trinitatis. This study included 176 brood samples and a total of 16342 pupae for M. 
favosa. Gynes represented 5.1% of all female brood. For the smaller data set on M. trinitatis (2567 
pupae in total) this proportion was 4.8%. The large number and the permanent production of 
queens in Melipona raised questions concerning the mechanism of queen production in this genus 
(Kerr, 1950; Velthuis and Sommeijer, 1991) and also about the evolutionary function of this 
behaviour (Koedam et al., 1995a; Ratnieks, 2001; Wenseleer et al., 2001). In contrast to the 
common view, we have recently established that a large number of new-born gynes are not killed 
in M. favosa. Based on these recent results (Sommeijer et al., 2003a,b), we discuss our hypothesis 
for an evolutionary explanation of this behaviour. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 
We recorded the nest-departing behaviour of gynes of M. favosa in eight observation hives with 
free flight. By placing the mature combs in a semi-separated emergence annex connected to each 
hive (Sommeijer et al., 2003a), we were able to collect the new-born gynes daily from these hives. 
After wing-clipping the gynes, we reintroduced these into the major brood compartment of their 
colony. The behaviour of wing-clipped gynes as well as of non wing-clipped gynes was recorded, 
particularly during interactions with workers. (Wing-clipped gynes were not treated differently by 
the workers compared to non wing-clipped gynes.) To establish the departure of wing-clipped 
gynes from the nest, we installed interception funnels outside under the exit of the hives. Nest-
departing wing-clipped gynes could thus be collected at the moment of their departure from the 
hive. In addition, we carried out observations on the behaviour of gynes that were seen flying 
freely around at our experimental meliponaries (stands with hives of stingless bees) and at other 
sites. 
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RESULTS 

Behaviour of workers towards gynes 
The behaviour of workers interacting with gynes was in general characterised by aggressive 
attacks towards the gynes. However, gynes were also trophallactically fed by workers. 
Trophallactic interactions were observed to occur in between agonistic interactions. Aggressive 
behaviour towards gynes did not steadily increase as the gynes were aging in the colony. 
Sometimes aggression started as late as after one or two days after emergence. Very typically, the 
aggression from workers was not permanent. It was interrupted by long periods (sometimes for 
many hours) and it occurred generally at moderate intensity. We could establish that a single 
worker was subsequently involved in the attack of different gynes. More intensive attacks were 
observed to occur and then more than one worker could participate in the attack of a single gyne. 
Such attacks could result in the death of the gyne. The inspection of the collection devices under 
the nest exits revealed that gynes frequently depart from the nest. From a number of 23 wing-
clipped gynes that were reintroduced in the eight hives over a period of five days, thirteen gynes 
were collected in the funnels. During these days the inspection of the collecting bottles under the 
funnels was permanent; this served to immediately verify the condition of the departing gynes. All 
the collected gynes were in good condition.  

From our observations on the behaviour of flying gynes that were observed outside the nest it 
appeared that these gynes do visit flowers for the uptake of nectar. It was also frequently observed 
that gynes tend to visit recently emptied hives (cleared during the transfer of colonies to 
observation hives) as well as remains of such hives. 

DISCUSSION 

Worker aggression towards gynes is ‘controlled’ and leads to the escape of 
gynes 
It is clear that worker aggression towards gynes is generally not very severe and often interrupted 
for long periods of time. It can take days before certain gynes are finally killed. The nature of the 
interactions by workers offers the gynes opportunities to escape from the workers’ aggression. 
Former reports on gyne-worker interactions also indicated that worker attacks are not permanent 
(Koedam et al., 1995; Silva et al., 1972). However, it has not earlier been suggested that this could 
lead to the departure of the gynes from the nest (cf. Engels & Imperatriz-Fonseca, 1990; 
Imperatriz-Fonseca & Zucchi, 1995). In our own previous studies on gyne-worker interactions 
(Koedam et al., 1995a,b) we could not come to this conclusion since the queenright colonies used 
for those studies were installed in our Utrecht laboratory and did not have free flight. 
Consequently, in these colonies all gynes were killed. On the basis of the present results, it is now 
clear that gynes leave from their mother’s nest and are able to survive independently for some 
time. We hypothesise that the agonistic behaviour by workers is a stimulus for gynes to depart 
from the nest. Several authors have observed that gynes try to hide from attacking workers under 
nest structures and that they run through the nest when fleeing for the attack by workers (Silva et 
al., 1972; Engels & Fonseca, 1990; Kleinert-Giovanni, 1984; Koedam et al., 1995). 

The nest departures of non-accepted gynes are common 
The departure of the non-accepted gynes was not the result of the cutting of their wings. Earlier we 
had observed that intact and non-marked non-accepted gynes also depart from colonies with newly 
accepted queens as well as from colonies with a laying queen (Sommeijer et al., 2003a). This 
behaviour has not as yet been described because the departure of gynes is swift and therefore 
inconspicuous. The high proportion (57%) of the gynes that were recorded to depart from the hives 
indicates that the nest departures by non-accepted gynes are very common. This is also confirmed 
by the detailed observations of nest departing gynes in colonies where other aspects of intranidal 
behaviour were recorded (Sommeijer, pers. obs.). As long as the contrary has not been found, we 
assume that nest departing non-accepted gynes also do occur in other species of the genus 
Melipona. The remarkable agonistic interactions of workers towards gynes occur in most, if not 
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all, species of the genus, and the formerly called ‘excessive production’ of numerous gynes is a 
characteristic of all Melipona species. 

Why do workers of Melipona favosa chase their sister-gynes out of the nest? 
Our hypothesis concerning the ultimate (=evolutionary) function of the departure of gynes from 
the nest is based on the exceptionally strong relatedness of gynes and workers. Stingless bees, 
similarly to all hymenopterous insects, are haplo-diploid insects and consequently the mutual 
relatedness between sisters that are daughters of a queen, that has been inseminated only by a 
single male, is higher than the relatedness between other females of the colony. From this 
fundamental feature and by the rationale of kin selection theory it is commonly explained that 
workers of social Hymenoptera assist their mother to produce more sisters-workers. Gynes are 
sisters with a similar high genetic relatedness with the workers. From the kin selection theory it is 
evident that worker genes could benefit from nest departures by sister-gynes if these gynes would 
have a chance to become involved in reproduction. From the observations on flying gynes 
mentioned in this paper (gynes forage on flowers; gynes explore around old nest material) and 
from our observations on nest searching and nest entering behaviour of gynes (Sommeijer et al., 
2003b), it is evident that gynes do have a real chance to become involved in reproduction. These 
observations do support our hypothesis that the agonistic interactions of workers in fact stimulate 
non-accepted gynes to depart from the nest. The nature of these agonistic interactions of M. favosa 
workers can now be explained: the workers do not kill the gynes directly, but their controlled and 
ofter interrupted aggression is a stimulus for the gynes to run through the nest, and this contributes 
to their departure from the nest. We hypothesise that this behaviour serves the ‘inclusive fitness’ of 
the workers: by ‘chasing’ their sister-gynes out of the nest they have a way of promoting the 
reproduction of their own genes. 
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